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Guidelines to judge a Natal Horoscope - KP System
by Prof. C.Sambasiva Rao , Astro Counselor,
www.astrocounselor.com, Hyderabad-74
Associate Member, American Federation of Astrologers,USA
**********************************************************
A.Casting Chart and preparing Data for study.
1. Prepare a Nirayana KP Bhava Chart by using KP Ayanamsa (or) Lahiri ayanamsa - with all
twelve bhava sputas and nine planetary cusps, fortuna, dasa/bhukti/antara periods etc.,
KP Model chart
xii xx. xx. Xx
Pl.xx xx xx

Pl.xx xx xx
I xx. xx. Xx

KP Nirayana Bhava Chart
DOB dd mm yyyy
TOB : 00 00 00 am / pm
POB:
Long.
Lat. :
Ayanamsa: xx xx xx

xi xx. xx. xx
Pl.xx xx xx
Pl.xx xx xx
x. xx. xx. Xx
Pl.xx xx xx
ix xx. xx. xx
Pl.xx xx xx

II xx. xx. Xx

viii xx. xx. Xx

Pl.xx xx xx
vii xx. xx. Xx

III xx. xx. xx
Pl.xx xx xx
Pl.xx xx xx
iv xx. xx. Xx
v xx. xx. Xx

vi xx. xx. Xx

2. Mark sign lords, star lords, and sub lords for all bhava cusps and planetary cusps.
Model shown below.
House cusp significators
Bhava
Cusp
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Sign
Lord

Star lord

Sub lord
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Planetary cuspal significators
Planet

Sign
Lord

Star lord

Sub lord

Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Rahu
Ketu

Representatives of Rahu and Ketu
Nodes
Rahu
Ketu

Rahu - ketu representatives of
Conjunction
Aspect
Star lord

Sign lord

3. Arrive at the significators of each bhava i.e., bhava lord, planets in the stars of bhava
lords, Occupants and planets in the stars of occupants.
4. Mark aspects on each bhava cusp, and the planets in each bhava.
5. Also observe and mark the conjunctions, if any, in each bhava.

Significators
Order of
Strength

Significators

(4)

PCO (Planet in the constellation of
Occupant)

(3)

OCC (Occupant of bhava)
PCBL (Planet in the constellation of
Bhava Lord)

(2)
(1)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

B L (Bhava Lords)
Aspects on Bhava sputa
Conjunction & aspects of Planets

6. Mark the present gochara position of all planets outside the birth chart in respective
signs.
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7. Arrive at the ruling planets at the time of judgment. Besides the sign, star and sub lords
of lagna at the time of judgment also note the sign, star and sub lords of the bhava
under study. i.e., if the matter of study is “JOB” - note the significators of 10th bhava,
and 6th bhava.
Ruling Planets - At Birth Time

Ruling Planets - At the time of Casting Chart

Sign Lord Star Lord Sub lord
Lagna sputa
Moon sputa
Day Lord

Sign Lord

Star Lord

Sub lord

Lagna sputa
Moon sputa
Day Lord

8. Note the dasa/bhukti/antara lord’s natal positions and the transitory positions.
9. Arrive at the significators, - common and fruitful significators from the ruling planets of
natal chart and of judgment time.
B.Analysis for Study of Chart
10. Check whether the expected event is promised or not by connecting the sub lord of the
bhava under study with the other bhavas relevant for the matter. i..e., to check the
matter of marriage - check whether 7th cusp sub-lord is connected to 2 / 7 /11 bhavas.
Any connection of 7th cusp sub-lord indicates that the marriage is promised.
Here consider the harmonious and disharmonious bhavas relevant to the subject under
study. For example see the following table.
11. Once the fructification of event (say marriage) is promised examine the chart and
gochara for the likely time of fructification of the event. Also examine the connection of
significators ( of bhava under study) to negative houses.
12. To check the timing of event - Mark sensitive points i.e., natal positions of d/b/a lords,
stars of d/b/a lords, and Fortuna.
13. Note the likely time of transit of D/B/A lords / luminaries on the sensitive points.
14. While examining the transit of planets -for timing of event – keep in mind that some
subs are shorter (i.e., Sun, Ketu, etc.,) and some are longer (i.e., Venus, Saturn, etc,). So
the duration of a transiting planet varies as per the length of the sub, as well as the
speed of a planet.
15. Rasi tatwa of signs (movable, fiery etc.,) of significators under study are posited are to be
invariably considered to arrive at the quality of events likely to occur. Graha tatwa plus
bhava tatwa is the starting point of study and the findings are to be concluded / fine
tuned with the background rasi tatwa.
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16. Examine and take into account the planets closely connected to the bhava cusp or rasi
borders – either applying / separating aspect – i.e., before or after the bhava cuspal
point / rasi borders.
17. All aspects among planets are considered on sign to sign basis in Rasi chart.
18. Bhava cuspal points are the beginning points of the bhava. A bhava will be spread into
two signs - and acquires two qualities among three fold and four fold divisions of natural
zodiac i.e., movable, fixed etc.. Or fiery/earthy etc., The bhava is to be examined as per
the beginning of the bhava cuspal points while the planets are to be examined as per the
sign occupied by them. For example, third bhava is spread in Gemini and Cancer signs
and planet x is posited in cancer sign. Third bhava is to be examined and attributed the
common sign quality and airy nature of Gemini sign while the planet x posited in cancer
is to be judged to give the result of third bhava matters and the movable and watery
etc., nature of cancer is also to be attributed to that planet.
*********
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